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Creating a Survey - Survey DetailsCreating a Survey - Survey Details

Select Survey option from the creative tabSelect Survey option from the creative tab

1. Creative Tab
2. Survey

Select survey that you intend to work onSelect survey that you intend to work on

1. Create new survey, name appropriately and click add
2. Once the new survey has been created select the survey title to enter the survey

details.
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The Survey name and title will be the same as it was named in the previous step but can be
amended using the options here

1. Submit message will be the message displayed on completion of the survey.
2. Select the survey template that you would like to use, there is a default option if a

custom template has not been created
3. Select survey type, either a standard, which can have a range of question types, or

an elearning, which has answers that accrue an overall score that is given at the end.
4. Insert a conditional notification (explained further below).
5. Enable this to allow the end user a summary link of their answers on the survey

thank you page. Note: the survey template must have a link text or image to display
the summary link.

6. Enable this to allow the end user a results link on the survey thank you page. Note:
the survey template must have a link text or image to display the results link.

7. Enable this to allow the end user to export text inputted responses to your survey
questions when on the results link

8. Enable this to allow the end user a retake link on the survey thank you page. Note:
the survey template must have a link text or image to display the retake link.

9. Set this accordingly to control whether the survey submission automatically updates
contact data fields, or submits them for summary approval, or does not update the
contact at all (options displayed in below screen shot).
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Create new conditional notificationCreate new conditional notification

1. Name the new notification appropriately and click insert to create the new
notification

The top box will be filled once the notifications have been added

1. Create a name for the notification
2. Create a subject line for the notification.
3. Choose the email design for your notification email.
4. Select the Email from or sender address
5. This will be the recipient of the notification email.
6. Choose the business object that the condition applies
7. Choose the question condition and the answer that will trigger the campaign
8. Choose the business object that will be updated by the question in order to set the

notification
9. The conditions, once inserted, will appear in the box at the bottom
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Creating a Survey - Survey Questions andCreating a Survey - Survey Questions and
AnswersAnswers
This is the first page you will see when clicking on "Questions &This is the first page you will see when clicking on "Questions &
Answers"Answers"

1. You will notice a green "P" in the blue box next to point one, This is where you can
create your first page

2. To give the page a title, simply type into the text box as seen in point two.
3. Once you have named your page click "Add" by point three to create it

Adding your first questionAdding your first question

1. As you can see I created my first page and called it "Example Page" - as seen next to
point one
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2. To add your first question, expand the page by clicking on the "+" sign like I have with
the cursor, this will present you with the question creation section as seen in point
two. Simply enter the question into the "Text" input box, "Title" is used as a label.

3. Once you have done this click "Add" to create the question as seen by point three.

Question TypesQuestion Types

You can change the type of answer they can give by selection the dropdown box, you will be
presented with the following options (as seen above):

Textbox - single line: This is a simple input box, and should be used for small answers like "First
Name"

Textbox - multi line: This is a larger text box, and should be used for asking questions that
require a longer answer, for example - "Please tell us your favourite time of year, and why"

Radiobutton - single select: This should be used for multiple choice answers where you only
want someone to give one answer, for example - "Do you have a driving license?" (answers
being "Yes" or "No")

Checkbox - multiple select: This should be used for multiple choice answers where you want to
give the option of more than one answer, for example - "Please tick how you would like to hear
from us" (Answers could be: "By Email", "By SMS", "By Post", etc....)

Dropdownlist - single select: To be used in a similar situation to the "Radiobutton - single
select", however this should normally be used when there are a large amount options (more
than 3 choices), for example "What is your favourite season?" (Answers being: "Winter",
"Spring", "Summer", "Autumn").
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HTML: This is a feature for the more experienced, and will enable you to input HTML into the
survey, which can be useful for a number of reasons, maybe to put in a logo, or even add a
video for someone to watch before answering their next question

Date: Self explanatory, this will enable the selection of a date, useful for questions like "What is
your date of birth"

Date and Time: Same as above, but also with the selection of time

Listbox - multiple select: This can be used for the same reasons as Checkbox, it really comes
down to with what you feel looks better

Listbox - single select, same as above but you can only choose one option, used in the same
situation as "dropdownlist - single select"

Editing existing questionsEditing existing questions

From Point "1" from Left to Right:

1. Clicking on the pencil will allow you to edit the question.
2. This will bring up the "Question details" box, for more details please see below.
3. This will allow questions to be conditional, for example if you have a dropdown box

and someone selects "Other", you can have another question appear which says "If
Other, please specify". For more details see below.

4. The "X" symbol will delete the question
5. The UP and DOWN arrows will change the other of questions if you have more than

one.
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Question DetailsQuestion Details

1. This section you can make the question mandatory
2. This allows you to add sub questions
3. Auto Fill will allow you to populate the survey based on data you already have on the

person, for example: Their name, address, etc...
4. This section allows you to add validation to a question, for example if you're asking

for an email address or UK telephone number you can select one of these options to
ensure it is entered in the correct format
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Conditional QuestionsConditional Questions

Here is an example of a conditional question, with the questions also in place for the first
question.

NOTE: Conditional questions must be based on a question from the previous page
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Page Conditions in SurveysPage Conditions in Surveys

When conducting surveys, some of your questions may involve selecting preferences and
re-directing the contact to a specific page. Page conditions provide a perfect solution for
this action within our Survery functionality.

Rules of Page ConditionsRules of Page Conditions

1. In order to have page conditions the page before must include questions of a
multiple-choice nature. There are 3 options for these on our surveys.

a) Radiobutton - single select

b) Checkbox - multiple select

c) Dropdownlist - single select

In this example, we are using Checkbox - multiple select.
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Accessing Page ConditionsAccessing Page Conditions

1. Once you have created the redirect questions for each preference, click on the page
conditions button.

NOTE: This has to be done for each redirect page which you would like to use.
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Creating the Page ConditionCreating the Page Condition

1. Select the question
2. Select the answer
3. Add the page condition
4. Save and close the page condition

By actioning this, anyone who selects 'Support Articles' as their preference will be taken to the
page 'Support Articles' for the next question.

Repeat this action with each individual page, selecting the correct answer to direct to the
correct page.
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Save The Survey!Save The Survey!

1. Save the survey so that your work cannot be lost.
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Survey How To...Survey How To...
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How do I get a Link in a Notification Email toHow do I get a Link in a Notification Email to
Show Survey Results?Show Survey Results?

This is done using an Email notification.

The only extra step required is to put a link in the email notification to open up the survey
results. This must be done manually because it isn't something you can do by standard
functionality.

Follow these steps...Follow these steps...

1. Within your email decide on some text to link to the survey answers. Eg. "Click here to
see the survey answers".

2. Now you need to build a link to the survey answers. Here is an example...

{Content/CampaignURL}/survey.aspx?p1={Content/EMailLink}&amp;p= 1 &amp;cmd=s

This link must be perfect for the answers to work. There are only two things (they are next
to each other so you can only see one above) you need to change which have been
highlighted in red.

1. p=1 - You must give the correct page number for the survey in the campaign. This page
number must match the page number of the attached survey in the campaign. So if it is
attached as page 1, then page 1 it is. If any other page number is used then change this
number accordingly.

2. &amp;cmd=s - This must be at the end of the URL. If not the link will not open the survey
results.

3. Once the link is ready select the "Click Here" from our text and click the Hyperlink
Manager button on the top tool bar. Note this is not the Landing Zone, Survey or Website
links. The Hyperlink Manager icon is on the top horizontal tool bar in the editor.

4. In the URL field paste in your HTTP link and make sure you delete the "http://" that is
already there. The URL box must contain only the URL you have formulated.

5. Save and Close the email.
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6. Then head in to your survey and make sure the 'Summary Link' box is ticked in the
Survey Details screen. Then Save and Close the survey and test your campaign.

Alternatively you may find this method is easier or if you have already created the link andAlternatively you may find this method is easier or if you have already created the link and
need to change it...need to change it...

1. Within your email decide on some text to link to the survey answers. Eg. "Click here to
see the survey answers".

2. Select the text and then click “Insert Survey Link”. Give it an appropriate page number.

3. Now you need to edit the HTML around the link. So go into the source HTML and locate
the survey link. It will look something like this...

{Content/CampaignURL}/survey.aspx?p1={Content/EMailLink}&amp;p=1

Or if you have visited the HTML before and then gone back to the design view, the link will
look something like this...

http://www.gatoremarketing.co.uk%7BContent/CampaignURL%7D/
survey.aspx?p1={Content/EMailLink}&amp;p=1

4. All you need to do is simply add this to the end of the link “&amp;cmd=s”. Here is an
example for both the above links...

{Content/CampaignURL}/survey.aspx?p1={Content/EMailLink}&amp;p=1&amp;cmd=s

Or if you have visited the HTML before and then gone back to the design view, the link will
look something like this...

http://www.gatoremarketing.co.uk%7BContent/CampaignURL%7D/
survey.aspx?p1={Content/EMailLink}&amp;p=1&amp;cmd=s

5. This link must be perfect for the answers to work.

6. Save and Close the email then give it a test.
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How do I Change the Default Font for myHow do I Change the Default Font for my
Survey?Survey?

Every survey in the system has a template assigned to it. You can see this on the first screen
when you open your survey.

Every template has a CSS file controlling the styles. You can see this on the first screen
when you open the template.

You must edit the CSS file to alter the font used for your survey. See below for the steps...

1. Locate the template used by your survey.

2. Locate the CSS file used by your template.

Go to the Tools, then CSS Select. (It is probably the SurveyCSS.css file which is the install
default.)

In this file are many classes that define the survey styles. These are...

.surveytitle.surveytitle

.questiontitle.questiontitle

.questionText.questionText

.answerText.answerText

.subquestionAnswerText.subquestionAnswerText

.subquestionText.subquestionText

.surveySubmitLink.surveySubmitLink

.surveyFooter.surveyFooter

.normal.normal

Potentially more or less of your CSS file has been customized already. One of these styles
as an example has...
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.surveytitle.surveytitle

{{

font-family: Times-New-Roman, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;font-family: Times-New-Roman, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;

font-size: 20px;font-size: 20px;

BORDER-BOTTOM: royalblue 2px solid;BORDER-BOTTOM: royalblue 2px solid;

color: #000000;color: #000000;

}}

To change the default font for your survey make the first font listed the one you wish to
use. So if you want it to be Verdana set it to be...

.surveytitle.surveytitle

{{

font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;

font-size: 20px;font-size: 20px;

BORDER-BOTTOM: royalblue 2px solid;BORDER-BOTTOM: royalblue 2px solid;

color: #000000;color: #000000;

}}

Do this for every class that lists the font-family.

5. Once done, any further surveys you create will use the font you have chosen.
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Setting a survey as anonymousSetting a survey as anonymous

You have the ability to host a survey on your website and allow visitors to complete it
anonymously. In order to do this you create a survey in the standard way and apply some
extra settings at campaign level once you've attached the survey.

You will need to build an email with a survey link and a campaign to hold the email, survey
and just yourself as the audience member.

Attach the survey to your campaignAttach the survey to your campaign

1. Once the survey is attached click on the 'Edit' icon to the left hand side of the record.
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Set as anonymousSet as anonymous

1. Check the 'Is Anonymous' box and save and close the page.

Obtaining the survey linkObtaining the survey link
Once you've initiated the campaign you will need to click on the survey link. This link can be
used on your website so each visitor may complete the survey.

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

Results are held within the Campaign Results as normal under the Survey tab.
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As the survey is set to be anonymous, the returned results will be fairly minimal due to the
chosen setting (only shows the total completed amount),

You do have the ability to ‘View the results of the completed survey’ which will give you a brief
overview of how many visitors completed your survey with a percentage value. Unfortunately
this data is unable to be exported.
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Conditional Notifications in SurveysConditional Notifications in Surveys

In the details section of surveys you can add conditional notifications, which will send a
notification to an email address of your choosing when the survey is filled in, or when
specific questions have been answered.

NOTE: Conditional Notifications are only available for questions which use Radio Buttons.

Notification when Survey CompleteNotification when Survey Complete

1. Click on the survey tab in the campaign level
2. Click on the pencil to edit the survey
3. Select 'Use Notification Emails' check box
4. Add the emails you would like to receive the notification
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Creating the Conditional NotificationCreating the Conditional Notification

1. When in the survey detail page, click on 'Insert Conditional Notification'
2. Type in the name of the notification
3. Add the notification
4. Once added click on the pencil to edit notification

Email Address Conditional NotificationsEmail Address Conditional Notifications
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1. Add the email you would like to send notifications to
2. Notification Name
3. Notification Subject
4. Notification Email design
5. The sender address of the notification. NOTE: This address much match the sender

address in your campaign
6. Email you would like the notification to be sent to
7. If you do not have a specific email you would like to send the notification to, you can

set it to information from the contact record. e.g. notification to be sent to contacts
sales representative. NOTE: you can either manually type in an email or use this
function; you cannot use both.

8. Apply Criteria
9. Save

Question Conditions NotificationsQuestion Conditions Notifications

1. Select the question you would like the notification applied to (Conditional
Notifications are only available for Radio Button Questions)

2. Select the answer you would like the notification applied to
3. Add
4. You will receive and email notification if the question in the condition has the

specified answer in the condition
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Contact Conditions NotificationsContact Conditions Notifications

1. Select the contact details you would like the notification applied to. NOTE: this must
be an existing business attribute in your CommuniGator system

2. Select the operator you would like the notification applied to. e.g. Equal, Is Like, Is
Greater Than

3. Select/Enter the value you would like the notification applied to
4. Add
5. You will receive a notification if the contact record filling in the survey matches your

contact condition
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Creating Borders in SurveysCreating Borders in Surveys

When creating a Survey you may decide you would like a border around the survey or
around the questions themselves. Here is how to create the borders.

Survey TemplateSurvey Template

The border needs to be added in the survey template not in the creative.

1. Templates
2. Survey
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Survey DefaultsSurvey Defaults

1. Survey Details Tab
2. Set Border Width
3. Set Border Colour
4. If you do not want a border set the width to 0px
5. If you do not want a border set the colour to white.
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Survey Defaults PreviewSurvey Defaults Preview

1. Border for outer table of the survey
2. Border for the inner table of the survey

Question DefaultsQuestion Defaults
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1. Question Defaults
2. Set Border Width
3. Set Border Colour

Question Defaults PreviewQuestion Defaults Preview

1. Border for the questions of the survey
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Surveys - Creating Scale QuestionsSurveys - Creating Scale Questions

When creating a survey you may want a radio button likert scale question. An example of
this would be "please rate this survey between 1 (not useful) and 10 (very useful)."

This article will explain how to go about creating these types of questions.

Creating the Main QuestionCreating the Main Question

1. Select the 'Radiobutton - single select' question type
2. Type in the main question
3. Click 'Add Question'

Creating Sub QuestionsCreating Sub Questions

1.Select the Question Details
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Sub QuestionsSub Questions

1. Click on the '+' button
2. Enter the sub question
3. Apply
4. All your sub questions will appear here
5. Save and Close

Creating the AnswersCreating the Answers

1. Add Answers
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2. Enter Answers
3. Add

PreviewPreview

1. Save Survey
2. Click Preview

Final ResultFinal Result

Your likert scale question has been created.
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